
DIVE INTO

TELDE





Feel the salt on the sea

breeze and sunlight on

your skin.

Come to discover the

Coast of Telde!





PLAYA

OJOS DE GARZA
This hidden corner of the Telde

coast, unique for its houses on

the beach, preserves the charm

of the past and makes you live a

different experience.





PLAYA 

DE TUFIA
Sitting on an old volcanic

cone, it is perfect for the

practising of scuba diving.

The beautiful network of its

narrow streets and white

houses will enchant you.





PLAYA 

DE AGUADULCE
Its gold sand and crystal-clear

waters - suitable for scuba diving -

are some of the attractions of this

little-known virgin beach.





PLAYA 

DE SALINETAS
Famous for its family

atmosphere, is ideal for

swimming. When the tide

goes out the popular Charca

de Salinetas is formed, a small

natural swimming pool that is

perfect for children.





PLAYA 

DE MELENARA
Blue flag all the year. Here you

can see the Neptuno’s

sculpture, god of the sea. This

is the favorite beach for most

of the residents for its high

quality services. It will surprise

you!



CHARCA PÉREZ
In this natural pool you can

enjoy the sea in a cozy and

relaxing environment during

the low tide. It is located in

Clavellinas. 



TALIARTE
If you like to bathe among

rocks, this is the perfect place

for you. In this area you will

discover corners where you

can dive into the sea and

sunbathe. 





PLAYA 

DEL HOMBRE
Sports lovers find an outdoor

gym in this privileged place. Its

heavy swell and its wonderful

right breaking wave turn this

beach into one of the best

beaches for surfing on Gran

Canaria.



PLAYA 

HOYA DEL POZO
Blue sea, dark sand, green

vegetation and history. On this

beach, full of contrasts, you

can even admire the remains

of an ancient military bunker

built to protect the island

during The Second World War. 

 





PLAYA 

DE LA GARITA
Near this excellent beach, you

can discover "The Blowhole",

which is a geological formation.

Its name has been given by the

hiss the water produces. Be

careful and get your camera

ready, this blow hole will amaze

your senses.  







PLAYA 

DE PALOS
Bodyboarding and good

weather go hand in hand in

this cozy spot. An ideal place,

like so many on the Telde

coast, to fish some of the

species that become

delicacies in the restaurants.



PLAYA

SAN BORONDÓN
Immerse yourself in a

paradise of waves. It is ideal

for the practice of surfing 

 sorrounded by a cliff of

reddish colors that stand out

at dawn.



PLAYA

LA RESTINGA

Do you love kitesurf?

This windy beach is

waiting for you!



MUELLE DE
TALIARTE
Staying safe from currents,

with entrance from land and

with a depth of 26,25 feets.

Perfect for the immersion at

night or during the day.

BAJA DE GANDO
Only for expert divers, due to its

strong currents. Among its

wrecks, the Alfonso XII stands

out, a ship sunk at the end of

the 19th Century, with 10 boxes

of gold coins for the payment of

Spanish soldiers in Cuba.

BAHÍA DE
MELENARA
It would point at "El Coreano",

sunk at a depth of about 98,43

feets at the entrance to the

Marina of Taliarte. It is easily

accessible.

DIVING

AREAS 
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AGUADULCE
Immersion from land, with a

depth of 49,21 feets, we can

find some fish like Canary

damsels and stingrays.

TUFIA
Immersion from land, with a

depth of 75,46 feets, there is

abundance of yellowfin

croakeres and stingrays. Great

variety of marine life.

JINÁMAR

With a cave that is usually full

of stingrays and spiny

butterfly rays. Going by  boat

is ideal, although it can also

be accessed from land. 
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Tourist Information Office 

 
Casas Consistoriales  
Plaza de San Juan, 2 

 
Tel: (+34) 828 013 312

 
lovemetelde

 
https://inventrip.com/telde/

 
 
 


